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Abstract—Cross-view data are very popular contemporarily,
as different view-points or sensors attempt to richly represent
data in various views. However, cross-view data from different
views present a significant divergence, that is, cross-view data
from the same category have a lower similarity than those in
different categories but within the same view. Considering that
each cross-view sample is drawn from two intertwined manifold
structures, i.e., class manifold and view manifold, in this paper,
we propose a Robust Cross-View Learning framework (RCVL) to
seek a robust view-invariant low-dimensional space. Specifically,
we develop a dual low-rank decomposition technique to unweave
those intertwined manifold structures from one another in the
learned space. Moreover, we design two discriminative graphs to
constrain the dual low-rank decompositions by fully exploring
the prior knowledge. Thus, our proposed algorithm is able
to capture more within-class knowledge and mitigate the view
divergence to obtain a more effective view-invariant feature
extractor. Furthermore, our proposed method is very flexible
in addressing such a challenging cross-view learning scenario
that we only obtain the view information of the training data
while with the view information of the evaluation data unknown.
Experiments on face and object benchmarks demonstrate the
effective performance of our designed model over the state-of-
the-art algorithms.
Index Terms—Cross-view Learning, Low-rank Modeling;
Graph Embedding
I. INTRODUCTION
CROSS-VIEW learning has caught an increasing attentionduring the past decades [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], as cross-view data are
frequently observed around the world when data are collected
from various view-points [2], [15], [16] or different sensors
[1], [6], [7]. Although different views could facilitate better
data representations, it leads to the difficulty that the same
class data attempt to be lying in various distributions. Take
cross-pose face recognition as an example, the pose variations
are in 3D space, however, the image captures only 2D ap-
pearances. When the face pose changes, some visible parts
may even be self-occluded, while some invisible parts may
appear. It leads to the special phenomenon that the similarity
between two different persons with similar pose is higher than
the similarity between the same person across different poses
(Figure 1), where we adopt the pre-trained deep structure with
center loss [17] to extract the features and calculate the cosine
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Fig. 1. Illustration of cross-view face, in which the first row shows the frontal
faces of three persons while the second row represents the profile faces of
the same three persons from CMU-PIE face dataset. Here we calculate the
cosine similarity of each pair with 1024-dim deep features [17].
similarity. However, we notice that large view variance could
not still be solvable.
Recent research efforts on robust feature learning, e.g.,
sparse representation [18], [19] and low-rank representation
[20], [21], manage to model the view variances as the noise
parts so that they recover the clean data by detecting and
removing noises. Specifically, sparse representation is robust
to corrupted data, and has brought in impressive performance
for face recognition [18], [19]. However, sparse representation
ignores the underlying global structure within the data. Later
on, low-rank representation has received great interest, which
is able to capture the intrinsic structure within the data [20],
[21]. Following this, some works even integrated low-rank and
sparse representation as a whole to enhance the learning tasks
[22], [23]. Most recently, low-rank constraint [21] has been
well exploited in robust subspace learning [24], [25], [26],
[13], which effectively incorporates dimensionality reduction
and data structure recovery into a joint framework by lever-
aging the merits of both. However, the view variances would
be much larger, thus, they cannot be treated as sparse noise
and removed out with recent sparse or low-rank modeling
algorithms [18], [20], [21].
Interestingly, we observe that there exist two different
manifold structures within the cross-view data intertwined in
the high-dimensional space. Specifically, one sample lies in
two manifold structures, for example, the frontal face in Fig.
1 would belong to its own class manifold but it also lies
in frontal pose manifold. However, the pose variance would
hinder the classification task. Thus, it is essential to decompose
such two structures by mitigating the view variance for cross-
view learning. Moreover, most recent works [27], [28], [29],_______________________________________________
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[30] explore dual low-rank decomposition techniques to fight
off heavy corruption difficulty, in which they also constrain
the noisy part to be low-rank. However, they do not consider
the view structure as an individual low-rank structure in cross-
view learning. They both assume the data are from one single
subspace following the idea of RPCA [20]. Furthermore,
although they attempt to seek a robust subspace, they only
learn a rotation matrix and cannot make merit by building an
effective low-dimensional space.
In this paper, we present a novel Robust Cross-View Learn-
ing (RCVL) algorithm to build a robust view-invariant feature
extractor via a dual low-rank decomposition technique. Since
there exist two intertwined structures lying in cross-view data,
it is the key to capture more intra-class knowledge while
mitigating the view divergence within the same class. To our
best knowledge, it is the first work to exploit dual low-rank
decomposition strategy for cross-view learning. To this end,
we highlight our main contributions in four folds as follows:
• Dual low-rank decomposition technique is designed to
unweave two intertwined manifolds underlying the cross-
view data. Hence, a more effective view-invariant space
is built to preserve more discriminative information for
recognition task. In this way, the view variance would be
well addressed during the robust subspace learning.
• Two discriminative graphs are developed to supervise the
dual low-rank decompositions with label and view in-
formation. This practice would alleviate the classification
task by preserving more discriminative information while
reducing view-variance impact within class.
• We adopt a novel rank approximation term to address the
rank minimization problem so that our algorithm could
achieve a much closer rank to its real value, by comparing
with nuclear norm.
• Our proposed algorithm is a more flexible cross-view
learning method, which can be easily generalized to the
challenge in which the view information of test data
is unavailable. In this scenario, traditional multi-view
learning approaches [3], [5], [6], [31], [32], [33] would
be invalid, since they only learn multiple view-specific
transformations.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as
follows. In Section II, we provide a brief review of the
related works and highlight the differences. We present our
novel dual low-rank subspace algorithm in Section III, as
well as the solution and complexity analysis of our method.
Experimental analyses are provided in Section IV, followed
with the conclusion in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first briefly revisit cross-view learning,
then we highlight the differences between those related works
and ours.
Cross-view learning aims to solve the problems when we
have the data from different views, e.g., view-points, sensors,
or feature types. The popular topics belonging to this scenario
include cross-pose image classification [2], [15], heteroge-
neous image classification [34], and domain adaptation [7],
[35], [36]. There is a recent survey discussing multi-view
learning and domain adaptation in terms of different data
organization, problem settings and research goals [12]. In
general, two categories of techniques are explored to analyze
the cross-view data, e.g., feature learning [5], [1], [6], [7], [24],
[37] and classifiers adaptation [38], [39]. Our designed method
lies in the feature learning category (i.e., subspace learning).
Traditional cross-view subspace approaches [2], [6], [31]
were designed to learn multiple view-specific projections,
which transform various views into a shared view-invariant
space. Following this, the most representative one is Canonical
Correlation Analysis (CCA), which learned two coupled pro-
jections to align two-view data into a shared low-dimensional
space [40]. When facing more than two views, multi-view
CCA [32] was proposed by extending CCA to multiple view
cases. Following this, Zhao et al. proposed a deep non-negative
matrix factorization model for multi-view data analysis by
seeking multiple deep neural networks [33]. However, the key
drawback for those algorithms is that they mainly deal with the
multi-view learning problems by assuming view information
for evaluation data is known. Thus, they would be invalid when
we have no access to the view information of test data ahead
of time.
Most recently, CNN-based deep learning approaches attract
a lot of interest in view-invariant feature learning [41], [42].
However, all these deep methods need a huge number of
labeled data to train the deep architecture, meanwhile they
assume that deep structure is invariant to different domains and
transferable to various tasks. However, the latest researches
reveal that feature adaptability drops extremely in top layers
with view divergence enlarged [43]. That is to say, deep
structure cannot perfectly handle the large view variance
within cross-view data (as we can see the similarity results
from Figure 1).
Our work manages to seek a robust view-invariant subspace
to well deal with the view divergence. Specifically, we develop
a dual low-rank decomposition framework by assuming cross-
view data are lying in two intertwined structures in term of
the original space. Through dual low-rank decompositions, the
intertwined structures would be well disentangled so that we
could preserve more within-class knowledge while removing
view variance influence. This paper is the extension of our
previous conference work [26]. Differently, we adopt a novel
rank approximation term to replace nuclear norm to fight off
the rank minimization problem, so that we could achieve much
closer rank to the real rank of data. Moreover, we explore a
different solution to the subspace learning by directly using
Eigen-decomposition instead of two-step optimization, which
helps obtain optimal solution more efficiently. In addition, we
conduct more experiments to testify our approach, e.g., evalua-
tion on deep features and large-scale dataset, the effectiveness
of dual low-rank decompositions and robustness to different-
level noise.
III. THE PROPOSES ALGORITHM
In this section, we first list our novel Robust Cross-View
Learning through dual low-rank decompositions. Then, we
provide an efficient solution as well as complexity analysis.




Fig. 2. Illustration of our dual low-rank decompositions. There exist two
manifold structures intertwined, one for class information and the other for
view information. Note that the same shape means the points are from the
same class, whilst the same color denotes the points are from the same pose.
Here we show 5 poses and 5 classes. Z is decomposed into two low-rank
parts Zc and Zv for class structure and view structure, respectively.
A. Dual Low-rank Decompositions
Assume there is a set of cross-view data {X, y} =
{(X1, y1), · · · , (Xk, yk)} from k views. While each view
Xi ∈ Rd×ni includes c categories, where d is the feature
dimensionality and ni is the sample size per view (n =∑k
i=1 ni). Conventional low-rank modelings [21], [44], [24],
[25] manage to seek a new representation Z to capture the




s.t. X = AZ + E,
(1)
in which rank(·) denotes the rank operator for a matrix.
A ∈ Rd×m is generally defined as the low-rank dictionary
with m atoms. Z ∈ Rm×n means the newly learned low-rank
coefficients and E ∈ Rd×n denotes the error component via
l1-norm constraint, targeting at handling noisy data. λ is the
balance parameter between two parts.
In general, low-rank representation Z uncovers class struc-
ture underlying the cross-view data X by detecting the noise
with sparse term. Conventional low-rank models can work
well when there is only one dominant factor within the data
structure, i.e., class structure [21], [25]. However, it is hard for
Z to discover the class structure of cross-view data, since the
cross-view divergence within one class is very large. It is easy
to notice that there exist more than one factors dominating
the data structures, and thus it is challenging to guarantee
Z to be low-rank any more and the recovered Z cannot
uncover the correlation of samples within one class. To this
end, we develop the dual low-rank decompositions to capture
the structures of two factors within multi-view data. These
two structures are not spanned by each other, since these two
structures are intertwined together, which would make the rank
of Z larger than c.
As we discussed before, for cross-view data, both identity
and view variations would dominate the data distribution.
Hence, there exist two independent manifold structures mixed
with each other, that is to say, each data sample belongs to two
intertwined manifolds. Specifically, both manifolds should be
low-rank in terms of two different tasks, since class manifold
attempts to capture global class structure, while view manifold
aims to uncover the view structure across different classes




rank(Zc) + rank(Zv) + λ‖E‖1,
s.t. X = CZc + V Zv + E,
(2)
in which Zc ∈ Rmc×n and Zv ∈ Rmv×n denote the low-
rank representations for class and view manifolds, respectively.
C ∈ Rd×mc and V ∈ Rd×mv are the dictionaries for
class structure and view structure with mc and mv atoms,
respectively. In the ideal case, the rank of Zc should be c
while the rank of Zv should be k. Actually for cross-view
classification, we manage to recover the c-class structure.
However, the conventional low-rank representation (Eq. (1))
cannot uncover the c-class structure.
With the objective function (Eq. (2)), two intertwined man-
ifolds can be separated from one another. In this way, Zc can
better represent the global class structure by removing the view
structure Zv . So far, however, an unsupervised decomposition
strategy is exploited to separate the two manifold structures,
which would be not in the way we are expecting.
B. Discriminative Cross-View Alignment
To effectively supervise the dual low-rank decompositions
for the previous approach (Eq. (2)), we propose two discrim-
inative manifold terms to strip down those two intertwined
manifolds in a supervised fashion. On the other hand, we
are targeting at learning a robust low-dimensional subspace
P ∈ Rd×p (p  d) to handle the dimensionality curse.
Specifically, along with the recent low-rank subspace learning
methods [25], [44], [24], [13], we present our robust view-
invariant subspace learning model in the following:
min
P,Zc,Zv,E
rank(Zc) + rank(Zv) + λ‖E‖1 + αG(P,Zc, Zv)
s.t. X = CZc + V Zv + E, P
>P = Ip,
(3)
in which α is the trade-off for the newly designed manifold
regularizer G(P,Zc, Zv). Note that the orthogonal constraint
P>P = Ip (Ip ∈ Rp×p) is imposed to avoid invalid solutions.
To make the graph regularizer more effective, we involve
both class information and view information as supervised
knowledge. Specifically, we explore graph embedding tech-
nique and define two graphs, one for class manifolds and
the other for view manifolds (Figure 3). To preserve more
discriminative knowledge, we attempt to enforce within-class
features Kc = P>CZc (Kc ∈ Rp×n) more compact while
keeping the new low-dimensional within-view features Kv =
P>V Zv (Kv ∈ Rp×n) far away. Thus, we design two novel








‖Kv,i −Kv,j‖22W vi,j ,
in which Kc,i,Kc,j are the i-th and j-th column of Kc, while
Kv,i,Kv,j are the i-th and j-th column of Kv . W c and W v
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within-class graph
within-view graph
Fig. 3. Illustration of our discriminative cross-view alignment, in which two
graphs are built to capture within-class and within-view structures so that it can
better supervise the dual low-rank decompositions. Finally, the view variance
could be mitigated and a more discriminative low-dimensional subspace would
be achieved (shown in right).
represent the weight matrices of two graphs with each element
defined in the following way:
W ci,j =
{





1, if xi ∈ Vk2(xj), but yi 6= yj ,
0, othervise
(5)
where xi ∈ Ck1(xj) means xi is the k1 nearest neighbor of the
same class data xj , while xi ∈ Vk2(xj) denotes xi is in the k2
nearest neighbor of data point xj underlying the same view.
Hence, our two graphs are able to capture the local manifold
structure of the within-class data while mitigating the impact
of view manifold structure.
Finally, to reduce the intra-class variance while maximizing
the margin of inter-class data samples lying in the same view,











in which Lc/v denotes the graph Laplacian for W c/v . To make
the optimization of Eq. (3) easier, we transform the trace ratio
problem to trace difference problem[45], [46] and obtain that:
G(P,Zc, Zv) = tr(P>(CZcLcZ>c C> − βV ZvLvZ>v V >)P ),
where β is the trace ratio value of Gc and Gv , which is






C. Exponential Rank Approximation
Nuclear norm ‖ · ‖∗ is a widely-used surrogate to address
the rank minimization [21], [25], [44], [24], which has been
proven as the tightest convex approximation to the rank opera-
tion. However, it may not be a valid approximation to the rank
operation in practical problems, because the rank operation
regards all nonzero singular values to have equal contributions
while the nuclear norm treats the nonzero singular values
differently, i.e., the larger the singular value is, the more
contribution it makes to the approximation. There are many
research efforts on designing new rank approximation terms
[9], [47].
To approximate the rank operation more closely, we adopt
the popular exponential rank approximation [47]1 as:






where σi(Z) is the i-th singular value of Z and δ measures
how much close of the rank approximation to the real rank.
In general, we can always safely choose a small value. Hence,
we set δ = 0.1 as default for simplicity.
To this end, we build the final objective function by integrat-
ing exponential rank approximation into Eq. (3) as follows:
min
P,Zc,Zv,E
F (Zc) + F (Zv) + λ‖E‖1 + αG(P,Zc, Zv)
s.t. X = CZc + V Zv + E, P
>P = Ip,
(8)
where we adopt original data X to replace the class dictionary
C and view dictionary V for simplicity.
D. Optimization
To address the optimization problem (8), we explore the
first order Taylor expansion instead of Augmented Lagrange
Methods (ALM) [21], [24] by reducing extra variables to avoid
some matrix multiplications and matrix inverse. Clearly, we
first convert the problem (3) to the Augmented Lagrangian
format as:
L = F (Zc) + F (Zv) + λ‖E‖1 + αG(P,Zc, Zv)
+〈Q,X −X(Zc + Zv)− E〉




in which Q is the Lagrange multiplier and µ > 0 is the penalty
parameter. ‖·‖F denotes the Frobenius norm for a matrix, and
〈, 〉 means the inner product operator for two matrices.
Next, we rewrite Eq. (9) by integrating the
last three terms into a quadratic form as L =
F (Zc) + F (Zv) + λ‖E‖1 + h(P,Zc, Zv, E,Q, µ) − 1µ‖Q‖
2
F,









to the conventional ALM, variables Zc, Zv, P and E in Eq.
(9) are hard to be jointly solved, however, they are still
solvable individually by treating others as constant when
updating one. Finally, we solve each sub-problem individually
through approximating h to first order Taylor expansion.
We further denote Zc,t, Zv,t, Et, Pt and Qt as the optimized
solution at time t. Specifically, we can obtain the solution to
every sub-problem at time t+ 1 as follows:
1Motivations for us to exploit the term are 1) it significantly attenuates the
contributions from big singular values, by avoiding the unfair penalization of









differentiable and concave in [0,∞).
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Updating Zc:
Zc,t+1 = arg min
Zc





2 ‖Zc − Zc,t‖
2
F











where ∇Zch = ∇Zch(Zc,t, Zv,t, Et, Pt, Qt, µt) =
2αX>PtP
>
t XZc,tLc − X>Qt − µtX>(X − X(Zc,t +
Zv,t) − Et) and ηt = ‖X‖2F. This can be addressed by the
theorem in Appendix. Specifically, we adopt Z̄ = Zc,t−∇Zch
in Eq. (15).
Updating Zv:
Zv,t+1 = arg min
Zv





2 ‖Zv − Zv,t‖
2
F











in which ∇Zvh = ∇Zvh(Zc,t+1, Zv,t, Et, Pt, Qt, µt) =
−2αX>PtP>t XZv,tLv − X>Qt − µtX>(X − X(Zc,t+1 +
Zv,t)−Et). Problem (11) can be addressed in the same manner
with Eq. (10). Specifically, we use Z̄ = Zv,t − ∇Zvh in Eq.
(15).
Updating E:












in which we denote X̃t+1 = X − X(Zc,t+1 + Zv,t+1)




. Specifically, we have E = Eµ(Ē), which









where we define Z̃t+1 = Zc,t+1LcZ>c,t+1 − βZv,t+1LvZ>v,t+1
for simplicity. Eq. (13) is a standard graph embedding objec-
tive function, which can be solved by
αXZ̃t+1X
>ρ = ξρ. (14)
It is easy to demonstrate that αXZ̃t+1X> is symmetric
and positive semidefinite by given β. The vectors ρi(i =
0, 1, · · · , p − 1) that minimize the objective function are
according to the minimum eigenvalue solutions for the Eigen-
decomposition problem. Thus, we could achieve the linear
projection as P = [ρ0, · · · , ρp−1].
To sum up, we list the detailed solutions to Eq. (9) in
Algorithm 1, in which we empirically set µ0, ρ, ε, tmax and
µmax, while tuning two other parameters (λ and α) during the
Algorithm 1 Optimization to Eq. (8)
Input: X , λ, α, Lc, Lv
Initialize: E0 = Q0 = 0, ε = 10−6, ρ = 1.3, µ = 10−6,
µmax = 106, tmax = 103, β = 1, t = 0.
while not converged or t ≤ tmax do
1. Update Zc,t+1 through Eq. (10) by fixing others;
2. Update Zv,t+1 through Eq. (11) by fixing others;
3. Update Et+1 through Eq. (12) by fixing others;
4. Update Pt+1 through Eq. (14) by fixing others,
5. Update the multiplier Qt+1:










µ = min(ρµ, µmax);
7. Check the convergence conditions
‖X̃t+1 + Et+1‖∞ < ε.
8. t = t+ 1.
end while
output: Zc, Zv , E, P
experiment. We initialize P with a random matrix, Zc/v with
Eq. (1).
E. Computational Analysis
To make it simple, we mainly analyze the optimization
complexity presented in Algorithm 1. X ∈ Rd×n, P ∈ Rd×p
and Zc ∈ Rn×n, Zv ∈ Rn×n. Through our optimization, we
find the most consuming parts include the rank optimization
in Step 1& 2, and Eigen-decomposition in Step 4.
Traditional SVD operation in Step 1&2 would take O(n3)
for Zc, Zv , repetitively. When the sample size n becomes
larger, fortunately, we could further accelerate Step 1& 2 to
O(r2c/vn), in which rc/v is the rank of C/V by the recent fast
low-rank method [21]. So RCVL is quite scalable for large-
scale datasets, given low-rank dictionaries C/V . When we use
X to replace C/V , the computational cost would O(d2n) at
most (suppose d ≤ n). This is also efficient given that the
data dimension d is not too high. Moreover, we adopt divide-
conquer strategy to further fasten our solution optimization
[48], [49]. Specifically, we randomly sample data from the
training set. For each subset X̄i ∈ Rd×ni with its two sub-
graphs, we have the optimized Z̄c,i, Z̄v,i, then fuse multiple
small low-rank matrices to achieve Zc, Zv [48], [49]. On the
other hand, eigen-decomposition in Step 4 on matrix with size
d×d costs close to O(d3), which could be further reduced to
O(d2.376) through the Coppersmith-Winograd theorem [50].









In this part, we use several cross-domain benchmarks to
evaluate our proposed algorithm. First of all, we show the
datasets’ details and experimental protocols. Following that,
we present the comparison results, properties analysis and
discussion.
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A. Datasets & Experimental Setting
Five cross-view image datasets, i.e., CMU-PIE face, Ex-
tended Yale B face, MS-Celeb-1M face datasets, COIL-100
object and ALOI-100 object datasets are evaluated in our
experiment.
CMU-PIE Face database2 includes 68 individuals in all.
Examples for each individual are under 21 various illumination
conditions. We conduct several rounds of experiments by
changing the size of poses from two to five to build different
evaluations. Face images are cropped into 64 × 64 and the
raw features are used. To further evaluate the robustness
of all comparisons, we artificially corrupt the images with
10% random noise. We also add block noise with random
corruption. Specifically, we randomly add a 20× 20 block to
the original images.
Extended Yale Face Database B3 consists of 16,128
images from 28 individuals under 64 lighting conditions and
9 viewpoints. We also conduct several times of experiments
by changing the size of poses from two to five to construct
different evaluations. Per pose, we randomly select 10 images
to construct the training set, whilst the remaining images are
used for test. We crop images into 270×250 and adopt the raw
features with PCA preprocessing to 3,000 dimensions. Since
9 poses are all near frontal poses, we add 20%, 40% and 60%
random noise for each image to further evaluate the robustness
of all comparisons.
MS-Celeb-1M4 is a real-world large-scale face database
covering the top 100K celebrities. For each celebrity, public
search engines are used to obtain approximately 100 images,
leading to around 10M images. Same celebrity may show
very large divergence in different images. In this experiment,
we further select the celebrity with more than 50 images. In
total, we have 8,172 individuals with 644,748 images. We
adopt two most recent deep structures to extract the feature
representations, i.e., VGG-face [52] with dimension as 4,096
and Center-face [17] with dimensions as 1,024.
COIL-100 object database5 contains 100 categories. Im-
ages per object were captured 5 degrees apart and thus,
each object contains 72 samples. Following [24], we partition
COIL-100 into two parts: “COIL1” and “COIL2”. COIL1
includes images from [0o, 85o] ∪ [180o, 265o] and COIL2
consists of images from [90o, 175o] ∪ [270o, 355o]. The pixel
values with 20% corruption out of 64 × 64 are input as the
features.
ALOI object database6 includes 1,000 categories, where
we select the first 100 categories with 7,200 images to build
ALOI-100. The same to COIL-100, ALOI-100 contains 72
samples per object. Thus, we apply the same setting with
COIL-100 to 4 views of ALOI-100. The pixel values with







In our experiments, we attempt to solve the challenging
cross-view problem, where we only know the view knowledge
of training data, while we do not access to the view knowledge
of the test data [24], [13]. Aiming to testify the effectiveness
of our proposed models, we further compare with traditional
multi-view learning approaches, i.e, CMML [1], JFSSL [6],
MvDA [5] and MvDA-VC [5], where we provide the extra
view information of the test data. Actually, CMML is designed
for two-view cases, thus, we only show the results of two
views. While JFSSL, MvDA and MvDA-VC are designed for
multiple views by seeking a view-invariant space. To further
demonstrate the effectiveness of our model, we compare with
two most recent deep CNN face extractors, i.e., VGG-face [52]
and Center-face [17]. The goal is to demonstrate that deep
CNN cannot perfectly handle the view variance although it is
trained on a large-scale dataset.
Moreover, we compare with recent robust feature extraction
algorithms, i.e., LatLRR [51], SRRS [25], LRCS [24] and our
conference version (RMSL) [26]. Specifically, SRRS, RMSL,
and our proposed approach are supervised; LatLRR is totally
unsupervised; while LRCS is a weakly supervised method,
since it only needs to access the view information of the data.
RMSL is our previous conference version, which is denoted
as Ours-I, while our current version is named as Ours-II. For
both our models, we simply set k1 = 5 and k2 = 10 across all
the datasets. For subspace learning based models, it is also an
important parameter p, which we simply set as 100 for all the
datasets. For all the comparisons, we provide the classification
accuracy through the nearest neighbor classifier (1-NNC).
To CMU-PIE face database, we choose 10 samples per
individual each pose randomly to construct the training set,
while the remaining face samples are adopted to evaluate all
the algorithms. In all, we randomly select five evaluations
and obtain the average accuracy. Tables I, II & III show the
recognition performance of 9 algorithms on original, randomly
corrupted and block corrupted face images, in which Case 1:
{C02, C14}, Case 2: {C02, C27}, Case 3: {C14, C27}, Case
4: {C05, C29}, Case 5: {C05, C07, C29}, Case 6: {C05, C14,
C29, C34}, Case 7: {C02, C05, C14, C29, C31}. Furthermore,
we adopt VGG-face [52] and Center-face [17] to extract the
deep features from CMU-PIE to evaluate our model based
the deep features (shown in Table VIII). With more views
involved, JFSSL, MvDA and MvDA-VC can work better than
our model in the clean cases.
To Extended Yale B face database, we build more corrupted
cases since the pose variance of Yale B face is much smaller
than that of CMU-PIE face. Specifically, we randomly add
20%, 40% noise to evaluate different comparisons. For Case
1-3, we evaluate two-view case {Y07,Y08} with 20%, 40%
and 60%, respectively. For Case 4, three-view combination
{Y02,Y03,Y05} with 20% corruption is used for evaluation.
For Case 5&6, we adopt {Y01,Y04,Y06} three views with
20% and 40% corruption, respectively. For Case 7, we use
{Y01,Y04,Y06,Y09} four views with 20% corruption. Table
IV shows the comparison performance of all algorithms on 7
cases.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON RESULTS (%) OF 9 ALGORITHMS ON THE ORIGINAL CMU-PIE MULTI-POSE FACE DATABASE.
Algorithms Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7
LatLRR [51] 77.92±0.13 76.24±0.12 75.29±0.17 83.68±0.17 69.74±0.15 42.54±0.12 35.33±0.14
SRRS [25] 78.27±0.04 78.74±0.23 77.45±0.02 86.28±0.09 71.44±0.13 43.86±0.12 35.66±0.12
LRCS [24] 87.78±0.12 86.67±0.11 87.38±0.19 89.12±0.12 74.84±0.14 44.48±0.13 36.17±0.11
CMML [1] 86.23±0.11 86.98±0.16 87.79±0.20 90.65±0.14 - - -
JFSSL [6] 87.83±0.12 87.86±0.10 88.15±0.16 92.48±0.12 73.87±0.16 52.18±0.18 46.66±0.12
MvDA [5] 86.76±0.15 86.12±0.12 86.92±0.12 91.23±0.10 72.46±0.14 50.04±0.15 45.36±0.14
MvDA-VC [5] 87.82±0.12 87.81±0.09 88.18±0.13 92.43±0.12 75.36±0.18 54.13±0.16 47.67±0.18
RMSL (Ours-I) [26] 89.15±0.06 88.05±0.07 88.40±0.17 93.95±0.11 75.16±0.12 44.93±0.11 37.14±0.08
Ours-II 89.47±0.12 88.26±0.13 89.24±0.19 94.98±0.15 75.84±0.14 45.88±0.15 37.93±0.10
TABLE II
COMPARISON RESULTS (%) OF 9 ALGORITHMS ON CORRUPTED CMU-PIE MULTI-POSE FACE DATABASE.
Algorithms Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7
LatLRR [51] 73.10±0.07 73.24±0.32 73.85±0.12 75.21±0.08 58.94±0.09 39.26±0.12 32.07±0.23
SRRS [25] 72.27±0.15 72.74±0.18 71.45±0.08 74.19±0.13 54.32±0.13 39.34±0.22 32.03±0.22
LRCS [24] 78.98±0.13 78.67±0.15 78.38±0.26 80.54±0.12 65.84±0.24 39.48±0.23 32.57±0.21
CMML [1] 74.83±0.09 73.48±0.21 75.94±0.15 75.76±0.16 - - -
JFSSL [6] 77.98±0.12 75.25±0.19 77.92±0.13 78.72±0.19 67.98±0.12 45.19±0.14 35.17±0.19
MvDA [5] 75.34±0.11 74.81±0.13 76.36±0.16 77.28±0.18 65.43±0.14 44.20±0.15 34.68±0.21
MvDA-VC [5] 77.26±0.12 75.54±0.09 77.84±0.15 78.98±0.13 66.76±0.17 44.86±0.13 34.96±0.20
RMSL (Ours-I) [26] 82.12±0.18 82.67±0.14 82.38±0.17 84.18±0.12 69.84±0.19 43.87±0.19 35.78±0.12
Ours-II 83.45±0.13 83.48±0.14 83.25±0.16 85.23±0.15 70.28±0.18 44.69±0.12 36.92±0.13
TABLE III
COMPARISON RESULTS (%) OF 9 ALGORITHMS ON CMU-PIE MULTI-POSE FACE DATABASE WITH BLOCK CORRUPTION.
Algorithms Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7
LatLRR [51] 46.51±0.14 46.83±0.16 46.29±0.21 47.91±0.16 46.06±0.18 32.27±0.17 30.21±0.13
SRRS [25] 54.63±0.13 55.38±0.15 54.95±0.18 56.45±0.14 53.26±0.20 35.62±0.13 32.81±0.12
LRCS [24] 58.71±0.16 59.25±0.15 58.87±0.16 59.24±0.13 57.34±0.18 36.83±0.14 33.23±0.16
CMML [1] 56.25±0.14 57.35±0.17 56.36±0.19 56.82±0.15 - - -
JFSSL [6] 57.52±0.12 58.48±0.14 57.49±0.16 57.84±0.18 55.82±0.15 39.21±0.14 36.72±0.18
MvDA [5] 58.37±0.16 59.24±0.19 58.17±0.17 58.78±0.17 56.26±0.14 38.76±0.18 36.26±0.14
MvDA-VC [5] 60.43±0.13 60.32±0.13 61.84±0.18 60.91±0.18 57.38±0.16 39.98±0.15 37.85±0.18
RMSL (Ours-I) [26] 64.21±0.18 64.92±0.19 65.86±0.20 65.84±0.19 63.56±0.17 42.78±0.18 39.68±0.17
Ours-II 64.23±0.17 65.25±0.20 65.93±0.16 66.87±0.18 63.48±0.15 42.45±0.16 39.20±0.16
To MS-Celeb-1M face dataset, we also exploit VGG-face
[52] and Center-face [17] to extract the deep features. Fur-
thermore, we randomly select s = {20, 30, 40, 50} percentage
as the training data while the remaining as the test data. For
this setting, we aim to verify our model can well extend to
large-scale dataset and further improve the performance based
on deep features. Thus, we only compare our model with the
original deep features and the results are shown in Table VII.
To object datasets, we select one subset from COIL1
(ALOI1) and one subset from COIL2 (ALOI2) for training,
while the remaining two views as the test set. In total, we can
build 4 cases for evaluation. The results are presented in Table
V & VI.
Discussion: From the comparison performance, we notice
that our proposed algorithm achieves better recognition per-
formance than other comparisons in most cases, except JF-
SSL, MvDA and MvDA-VC, which are accessible to the
view knowledge of the test data. This verifies that our de-
signed approach is an effective compromise when we have
no view information for the test data in reality. As we
can see, JFSSL/MvDA/MvDA-VC have a superiority when
more views are involved, as multiple view-specific projections
have a stronger ability to align each specific view. However,
JFSSL/MvDA/MvDA-VC belong to conventional multi-view
subspace learning, which is sensitive to the corruption. Dif-
ferently, our proposed approach integrates low-rank modeling
and subspace learning into a unified framework, which tends
to well fight off the corruption in real applications. When the
corruption may not bring in more influence than the original
view variances (case 6 in Table II), learning multiple view-
specific projections (e.g., JFSSL, MvDA, MvDVAC) would
better handle this challenge than one common projection (e.g.,
Ours).
Specifically, to CMU-PIE face database, we notice that all
the approaches cannot work well with more views involved,
since the within-class variance becomes much larger. While
for the four 2-view evaluations, all the approaches obtain
very similar performance, as we consider that the view di-
vergence for all 2-view cases is almost the same to some
extent. For these four 2-view evaluations, our model shows
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON RESULTS (%) OF 9 ALGORITHMS ON THE EXTENDED YALE B FACE DATABASE.
Algorithms Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7
LatLRR [51] 88.34±0.17 83.24±0.19 75.31±0.18 89.46±0.21 78.74±0.23 76.82±0.20 79.93±0.20
SRRS [25] 92.46±0.19 89.29±0.20 83.21±0.18 92.87±0.20 84.56±0.24 82.78±0.19 85.02±0.21
LRCS [24] 90.54±0.20 84.34±0.19 76.62±0.23 91.21±0.22 80.58±0.21 79.49±0.20 81.25±0.17
CMML [1] 93.18±0.21 90.47±0.20 82.28±0.20 - - -
JFSSL [6] 94.26±0.22 91.82±0.26 83.76±0.18 93.06±0.20 87.18±0.20 86.32±0.23 87.26±0.19
MvDA [5] 94.08±0.17 91.62±0.23 83.85±0.19 93.26±0.18 87.32±0.18 86.48±0.22 87.62±0.18
MvDA-VC [5] 94.42±0.18 92.38±0.21 84.72±0.17 93.73±0.21 87.96±0.22 86.86±0.23 87.79±0.15
RMSL (Ours-I) [26] 95.16±0.23 93.54±0.26 83.94±0.16 94.23±0.22 87.54±0.27 85.58±0.24 87.98±0.20
Ours-II 95.81±0.21 92.01±0.23 85.52±0.19 93.42±0.23 88.90±0.20 87.16±0.21 88.67±0.17
TABLE V
RECOGNITION RESULTS OF 9 ALGORITHMS ON 4 CASES OF THE 20% CORRUPTED COIL-100 DATASET, WHERE CASE 1: VIEW 1 AND VIEW 3; CASE 2:
VIEW 1 AND VIEW 4; CASE 3: VIEW 2 AND VIEW 3; CASE 4: VIEW 2 AND VIEW 4.
Methods LatLRR[51] SRRS[25] LRCS [24] CMML [1] JFSSL [6] MvDA [5] MvDA-VC [5] RMSL (Ours-I) [26] Ours-II
Case 1 71.09 75.44 72.89 76.98 77.22 77.64 77.54 77.97 78.58
Case 2 73.24 78.23 76.06 80.24 80.65 80.87 80.96 80.32 82.16
Case 3 75.43 79.25 77.19 80.76 81.24 80.96 81.14 81.32 82.97
Case 4 70.98 72.97 71.75 76.43 77.24 77.65 77.98 77.41 79.13
TABLE VI
RECOGNITION RESULTS OF 9 ALGORITHMS ON 4 CASES OF THE 20% CORRUPTED ALOI-100 DATASET, WHERE CASE 1: VIEW 1 AND VIEW 3; CASE 2:
VIEW 1 AND VIEW 4; CASE 3: VIEW 2 AND VIEW 3; CASE 4: VIEW 2 AND VIEW 4.
Methods LatLRR[51] SRRS[25] LRCS [24] CMML [1] JFSSL [6] MvDA [5] MvDA-VC [5] RMSL (Ours-I) [26] Ours-II
Case 1 76.32 80.44 79.36 79.28 80.14 80.08 80.28 81.23 82.98
Case 2 72.12 76.92 74.78 76.23 76.76 76.84 77.36 77.45 78.23
Case 3 69.32 74.42 74.33 75.26 75.86 75.84 75.94 75.32 76.82
Case 4 75.64 79.11 77.53 79.62 80.24 80.16 80.48 80.23 81.85
perfect superiority over other comparisons, which represents
our view-invariant subspace well uncovers the intrinsic struc-
ture underlying 2-view face images. However, for 3-view
combination, our proposed approach is not able to achieve
a large improvement, since these three views show a lower
view divergence.
Since the pose variance of Extended Yale B face database
is not very large comparing with CMU-PIE. We could observe
that the performance of all comparisons may increase when
more views are involved as more views could help capture
the intrinsic structures of each class. However, we find with
more artificial noise involved into the data, our algorithm is
very robust while traditional multi-view learning algorithms
degrade a lot (Seen from Table 3 and Tables 4&5). Similar to
Extended Yale B face, two object databases also show small
view variance so that our algorithm could only obtain a little
bit better performance.
MS-Celeb-1M involves many view variances in the wild,
which is much more challenging although adopting the deep
features. However, our model would further improves the
performance based on the effective deep features with 3-
4% margins (Table VII). This verifies the effectiveness of
our model in large-scale real-world dataset. Furthermore, our
proposed model could further improve the performance based
on the deep features, as the results shown in Table VIII. This
phenomenon verifies the effectiveness of our proposed model.
Finally, we further conduct t-test to demonstrate the statisti-
cal significance of our approach, whose p-value results of our
TABLE VII
COMPARISON RESULTS (%) ON MS-CELEB-1M FACE DATABASE.
Algorithms s = 20 s = 30 s = 40 s = 50
VGG-face [52] 62.31 75.70 85.44 92.25
VGG-face [52]+Ours-II 66.24 78.46 87.92 94.12
Center-face [17] 55.99 58.88 74.39 86.58
Center-face [17]+Ours-II 60.25 62.23 77.27 88.28
method by comparing with others are provided in Figure 4.
The performance comparison of two approaches is statistically
significant when the p-value is smaller than 0.05. To make
easy observation, we perform − log(p) pre-processing, that is
to say, the difference of two algorithms is significantly when
the values are larger than − log(0.05) ≈ 2.9.
C. Empirical Evaluation
In this part, we analyze some properties of our method, e.g.,
robustness, convergence analysis, parameter influence as well
as computation cost.
First of all, we show the influences of various corruption
ratios to various comparisons and evaluate on 0%, 10%, 20%,
30%, 40%, and 50% corruptions with two-view case from
CMU-PIE face dataset, i.e., {C02,C14} (Fig. 5 (a)). We also
use 10 images per pose for training while left as test, and
present the recognition results in Figure 5 (a), in which our
proposed approach in two modes consistently performs better
than others. This verifies that our proposed approach is able
to learn a more robust feature extractor, especially when data
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TABLE VIII
COMPARISON RESULTS (%) ON THE DEEP FEATURES OF THE CMU-PIE FACE DATABASE.
Algorithms {C14,C22} {C05,C14} {C05,C22} {C14,C34} {C09,C27} {C05,C14,C22} {C05,C14,C22,C34}
VGG-face [52] 94.28 93.88 96.85 92.97 92.41 85.43 80.76
VGG-face [52]+Ours-II 95.17 94.41 97.23 94.35 92.52 86.28 82.01
Center-face [17] 92.34 91.53 92.67 90.33 87.44 78.46 74.79
Center-face [17]+Ours-II 93.68 92.63 94.25 91.43 88.24 79.14 75.27























Fig. 4. p-value of t-test between our method and others on the original CMU-PIE multi-pose face database. We do pre-processing using − log(p) so that
the large value shown in the figure means the more significance of one method compared with the other.

























































































































Fig. 5. (a) Robustness evaluation of all comparisons on two-view case from CMU-PIE face database. (b) convergence curve (Blue ‘*’) and recognition
curve (red ‘o’) of our algorithm for one selection in Case 5 {C05,C09,C27} of CMU-PIE face database. (c) Recognition rate of our algorithm with different
parameter values {α, λ} on Case 2 {C02,C27} of CMU-PIE face database. The values of x-axis and y-axis are used log() to rescale the length.
are largely corrupted. That is, our approach is more efficient
in real-world scenarios under different noisy conditions.
Secondly, we evaluate the convergence of Algorithm 1
to empirically show the convergence through experiments in
different iterations, which is calculated via the relative error:
‖X − A(Zc + Zv) − E‖2F/‖X‖2F. Note that we divide the
convergence condition in Algorithm 1 with the data scale,
which would make the curve more smooth and fine. Specifi-
cally, we evaluate on 3-view case on CMU-PIE face dataset.
The convergence curve of the proposed approach is reported
in Figure 5 (b), as well as the classification performance. We
observe our approach converges pretty well and efficiently.
Besides, we witness that the classification performance goes up
very quickly and after that keeps at a stable value. We notice
that the performance (recognition results) is stable (constant)
even if the convergence is not established. We consider that
we could easily achieve very optimal projection P with good
performance, since we adopt a supervised graph regularizer to
guide the projection. However, we may take more iterations
to optimize Zc/v and E.
TABLE IX
TRAINING TIME OF FOUR ALGORITHMS ON CMU-PIE FACE DATASET.
Config 2 Views 3 Views 4 Views 5 Views
LatLRR [51] 291.5 817.7 1635.4 2736.9
LRCS[24] 184.0 547.3 1305.3 2311.1
RMSL (Ours-I)[26] 72.3 162.6 311.3 510.4
Ours-II 74.1 166.8 313.2 513.6
Thirdly, we evaluate parameter influence for our newly
designed model (Ours-II). For better illustration, we simul-
taneously analyze two parameters on two-view case, i.e.,
{C02,C27}, from CMU-PIE face database. Parameter analysis
are reported in Figure 5(c). We notice that larger value of α
shows better performance, especially for λ with small values.
On the other hand, we observe λ around 10−1 provides
relatively better results. Thus, we set α = 102 and λ = 10−1
throughout the experiments.
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Finally, we also testify the training cost for our approach
through comparing several other models. Specifically, we
evaluate on different cases of CMU-PIE face dataset, and
we report the training time for all comparisons with 10
iterations. We conduct experiments on Matlab 2014b, CPU
i7-3770 and 32 GB memory size. The computational time for
4 algorithms are reported in Table IX (unit is second). From
the results, our proposed approach is more efficient than LRCS
and LatLRR. This mainly attributes to our proposed efficient
solution, avoiding extra variables.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a Robust Cross-view Subspace
Learning algorithm to build a view-free projection to alleviate
cross-view data analysis. In details, we developed a dual low-
rank decompositions to unweave two intertwined manifolds,
and thus our algorithm could preserve more class-wise knowl-
edge for better classification by mitigating the impact from
view divergence under the intra-class data. Moreover, two
discriminative graphs were incorporated into our dual low-
rank decompositions to make it more effective. Experiments
on several face and object benchmarks demonstrated the
superiority of our proposed approach, compared with the low-
rank based methods and state-of-the art deep face models.
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APPENDIX
Since F (Z) = f(σ(Z)) is a unitarily invariant function,







‖Z − Z̄‖2F, (15)
where µ > 0 and Z̄ ∈ Rn×n with its SVD as UΣZ̄V > (ΣZ̄ =
diag(σZ̄)).
The optimal solution Z∗ to Eq. (15) can be achieved by the
Moreau-Yosida operator σ∗ = proxf,µ(σZ). Specifically, Z
∗
is with SVD being UΣ∗ZV










In this case, we can resort to the difference of convex (DC)
[53] strategy, since the first term is concave while the second
one is convex to σ. We apply a linear approximation at each
iteration of DC programming. At the (τ + 1)-th iteration, we
achieve that




where ∂f(στ ) is the gradient of f(·) at στ .
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